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DARKE
SEPTIMUS HEAP
A&C Black The Darkely brilliant, internationally bestselling, magical adventure, now in paperback with a stunning new look. Enter the world of Septimus Heap, Wizard Apprentice. Magic is his destiny

MAGYK
SEPTIMUS HEAP BOOK 1 (REJACKETED)
A&C Black Enter the world of Septimus Heap, Wizard Apprentice. Magyk is his destiny. A powerful necromancer plans to seize control of all things Magykal. He has killed the Queen and locked up the Extraordinary Wizard. Now with Darke Magyk he will create a world
ﬁlled with Darke creatures. But the Necromancer made one mistake. A vital detail he has overlooked means there is a boy who can stop him - the only problem is, the boy doesn't know it yet. For the Heap family, life as they know is about to change, and the most
fantastically fast-paced adventure of confused identities, magyk and mayhem, begin.

PHYSIK
SEPTIMUS HEAP BOOK 3 (REJACKETED)
A&C Black The Magykal bestselling series relaunched with a fabulous new jacket design across the series. Enter the world of Septimus Heap, Wizard Apprentice. Magyk is his destiny.

FYRE: SEPTIMUS HEAP
A&C Black In this spellbinding ﬁnale to an epic series, Septimus Heap must decide once and for all where his heart lies - with Magyk or with Alchemie and Physik. When, at last, Marcia agrees to allow the recently reinstated Castle Alchemist, Marcellus Pye, to open the
Great Chamber of Alchemie and Physik, she fears she is unleashing more than she understands. But Marcia must learn to trust Marcellus, and together they must rid the Castle of the evil Two-Faced Ring. Caught between the two, will Septimus be able to bring both
sides together?

FLYTE
When Princess Jenna is pursued by a dark wizard, it is the apprentice, Septimus Heap, who must save her while enduring such terrors as a night in the Forest with hungry wolverines and carnivorous trees. Reprint. 200,000 ﬁrst printing.

SEPTIMUS HEAP, BOOK ONE: MAGYK
Harper Collins The Magyk Begins Here Septimus Heap, the seventh son of the seventh son, disappears the night he is born, pronounced dead by the midwife. That same night, the baby's father, Silas Heap, comes across an abandoned child in the snow -- a newborn girl
with violet eyes. The Heaps take her into their home, name her Jenna, and raise her as their own. But who is this mysterious baby girl, and what really happened to their beloved son Septimus?

DARKE
Bloomsbury Publishing On the shortest day of the year, as the Castle is lit with candles and everyone prepares to celebrate, Wizard Apprentice Septimus Heap marks his fourteenth birthday. He has reached a new stage in his Apprenticeship: Darke Week. Awe-inspiring,
terrifying, unbelievably important, Septimus's future will depend on what happens during this week. He chooses a dangerous mission to restore his good friend Alther from Banishment. But as he embarks on this trial, something Darke and terrible engulfs the Castle.
Septimus and his friends are about to face their most perilous challenge yet . . .

SYREN
SEPTIMUS HEAP BOOK 5 (REJACKETED)
A&C Black Enter the world of Septimus Heap, Wizard Apprentice. Magyk is his destiny. In the ﬁfth book of this Magykal series, Septimus and his friends ﬁnd themselves on an island whose secrets are as dark and dangerous as its inhabitants. Septimus Heap returns to
the House of Foryx with Spit Fyre to pick up Jenna, Nicko, Snorri, and Beetle. But the journey home does not go well and when Septimus and his friends are caught in a storm, Spit Fyre crashes into the Rokk Lighthouse. They are rescued by the lighthouse keeper who is
disturbingly sinister, and who has an equally sinister cat . . . And all the while, Septimus is trying to ﬁght the strange pull he's feeling to the island and its mysterious secrets.

SEPTIMUS HEAP, BOOK SEVEN: FYRE
Katherine Tegen Books Favorite characters return in this stunning seventh and ﬁnal book in Angie Sage's New York Times bestselling magykal series: ExtraOrdinary Wizard Marcia Overstrand, Alchemist Marcellus Pye, and of course Septimus Heap, Jenna, Beetle, Simon,
Lucy, and the rest of the Heap gang. Jenna will soon be Queen and Beetle is now Chief Hermetic Scribe. Septimus, however, must rid the Castle of the Darke Domaine by destroying the Two-Faced Ring. His skills in both Magyk and Physik will be tested, as will his
loyalties. Filled with Angie Sage's characteristic humor and heart, Fyre is a grand ﬁnale that is fantasy adventure at its best.
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FLYTE
SEPTIMUS HEAP BOOK 2
A&C Black Enter the world of Septimus Heap, Wizard Apprentice. Magyk is his destiny. The evil necromancer DomDaniel has been disposed of, but something Darke is stirring. A Shadow pursues ExtraOrdinary Wizard Marcia Overstrand around, following her every move,
growing stronger every day. Septimus senses something sinister is afoot, but before he can act, Jenna is snatched - taken by the most unlikely kidnapper. Septimus must rescue his sister but does not, at ﬁrst, realise the power of the forces at work behind her
disappearance.

เซ็ปติมัส ฮีป ปาฏิหาริย์หมายเลขเจ็ด เล่ม 4 ภารกิจดับชะตา
Nanmeebooks เซ็ปติมัส ฮีป ซึ่งเพิ่งเรียนมนตราได้แค่ 3 ปี ถูกบังคับให้เข้าร่วมพิธีกรรม "จับหินภารกิจ" ซึ่งศิษย์เอกผู้วิเศษวิสามัญทุกคน ต้องทําเมื่อเรียนจบ ศิษย์เอกที่จับหินได้ ต้องเดินทางไปทําภารกิจ และไม่เคยมีใครได้กลับมา แต่พิธีกรรมเก่าแก่ครั้งนี้มาถึงเร็ว
เกินไป เซ็ปติมัส สังหรณ์ว่า อาจมีแผนร้ายบางอย่างซ่อนอยู่ ติดตามการผจญภัยสุดอันตราย ครั้งที่ 4 ของเซ็ปติมัส ฮีป ทั้งภารกิจ มนตราโบราณ และการช่วยเหลือเพื่อนผู้ติดอยู่ในอดีต

SEPTIMUS HEAP: THE MAGYKAL PAPERS
Harper Collins Fans of Angie Sage's internationally bestselling Septimus Heap series will be delighted with this wonderful full-color compilation of extras such as maps, guides, and journals! New York Times Bestselling Series “A fresh take on the world of magic.”—Child
magazine This rich compendium of previously unpublished papers includes: The private journals of Septimus, Jenna, and Marcia Overstrand. The best—and worst—places to eat as described in The Egg-on-Toast Restaurant Guide. Sirius Weazal's Speedy Guides to the
Palace, the Wizard Tower, and Wizard Way. Excerpts from the Pigeon Post Biography series and the Heaps of History series. Alther Mella's Guide to Being Dead: Ten Handy Rules for New Ghosts. Beautiful maps, quirky ﬂyers, funny letters, and much more!

TODHUNTER MOON, BOOK TWO: SANDRIDER
HarperCollins Tod's story races on in this second book in the TodHunter Moon trilogy, a spinoﬀ of the popular Septimus Heap series. Fans of Septimus as well as fantasy readers new to the world of Magyk will enjoy this next installment in the series ALA Booklist calls
"warm and inventive." Full-page illustrations by renowned fantasy artist Mark Zug begin each section and add to the magic! Great for readers of Harry Potter or Brandon Mull's Fablehaven series, TodHunter Moon oﬀers something for every reader, regardless of gender
or age. SandRider is also a dynamic pick for parents reading aloud to younger children before bedtime. Taking place seven years after the events of the original Septimus Heap series, TodHunter Moon tells the story of Alice TodHunter Moon, a young PathFinder who
comes to the Castle with a Magyk all her own. In this second book, Tod sets out for the Desert of the Singing Sands to retrieve the Egg of the Orm—a journey that will test not only her Magykal and PathFinding skills but her friendships, too.

SYREN
Bloomsbury UK Fantasy-roman. Septimus is stranded on a remote island with his badly injured dragon

PATHFINDER
A TODHUNTER MOON ADVENTURE
Tod has grown up a PathFinder, one of an ancient seafaring tribe. Her mother, who died when Tod was young, had a very diﬀerent history. She was from a mysterious magykal desert-dwelling family. When Tod's father disappears she is not only alone, but soon ﬁnds
herself swept into the path of an evil sorcerer. Now Tod must choose which of her pasts will help her to survive: PathFinder or Magician. Magyk will allow her to ﬁght like with like, but her PathFinder heritage gives Tod something special - the edge. Angie Sage's new
book combines breathtaking action with fabulous plotting. The characters are instantly engaging, the tension is relentless and Angie's superlative storytelling weaves the threads seamlessly together for an utterly satisfying read.

TODHUNTER MOON, BOOK THREE: STARCHASER
HarperCollins Almost one year ago, Alice TodHunter Moon left her PathFinder village to become Apprentice to ExtraOrdinary Wizard Septimus Heap. She learned that the Magyk of the Castle comes from the power of the great block of lapis lazuli beneath the Wizard
Tower. But in faraway lands, the brilliant blue stone is crumbling to dust. Soon the destruction will spread to the Castle, and its Magyk will be destroyed. Tod sets oﬀ on a hazardous journey to ﬁnd the ancient object that will reverse the UnRaveling, and save the world
of Septimus Heap. “Rich world-building, endearing characters, and a plot that will keep readers guessing are only a few of the treats that await fans in this ﬁnal installment of the trilogy.”— Kirkus Reviews

ZOOBREAK (SWINDLE #2)
Scholastic Inc. The sequel to Gordon Korman's SWINDLE---the Man With A Plan is back! When Griﬃn Bing's class goes to a ﬂoating zoo, they don't expect to see animals being treated so badly. They don't expect to ﬁnd Cleo, Dog Whisperer Savannah's pet monkey who's
been missing for weeks. And they really don't expect to have to hide the animals once they've rescued them! Hilarity ensues as Griﬃn's team once more pulls oﬀ a heist . . . trying to break the animals back into a (better) zoo!

FYRE: SEPTIMUS HEAP BOOK 7
COLLECTORS' EDITION
A&C Black The seventh and ﬁnal breathtaking instalment in the internationally bestselling series. Prepare for battle - and ﬁnd out how it all ends!

FROST WOLF
Scholastic Inc. When a terrible danger threatens the wolves of the Beyond, outsider Faolan must take a leadership role and inspire the pack to stand together.

DARKE TOAD: SEPTIMUS HEAP NOVELLA
A&C Black In this original enovella complementing the bestselling Septimus Heap series, DomDaniel returns in a hilarious escapade with the witches of the Port Witch Coven. The witches want DomDaniel's powerful Darke Toad – and will go to ridiculous lengths to get
their hands on it. But ﬁrst, Simon Heap must get his master to the Port Witch Coven's door, which may require a bit more Darke Magyk – and a much stronger stomach – than he bargained for. Meanwhile, ExtraOrdinary Wizard Marcia Overstrand has taken her young
Apprentice, Septimus Heap, on a ﬁeld trip to the Port. But what Marcia had hoped would be a fun yet educational outing quickly turns chaotic, for it slipped Marcia's mind that tonight is Hallowseeth – the perfect night for Darke mischief to go unnoticed among the
revellers. With Angie Sage's characteristic humour, beloved characters, and Magykal setting, The Darke Toad is a must-read for every Septimus Heap fan.
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STAIN
Abrams A princess must win back her kingdom, save a prince, and restore peace in this fantasy by the #1 New York Times–bestselling author of the Splintered series. After Lyra—a princess incapable of speech or sound—is cast out of her kingdom of daylight by her
wicked aunt, a witch saves her life, steals her memories, and raises her in an enchanted forest...disguised as a boy known only as Stain. Meanwhile, in Lyra’s rival kingdom, the prince of thorns and night is dying, and the only way for him to break his curse is to wed the
princess of daylight—for she is his true equal. As Lyra ﬁnds her way back to her identity, an imposter princess prepares to steal her betrothed prince and her crown. To win back her kingdom, save the prince, and make peace with the land of the night, Lyra must be
loud enough to be heard without a voice, and strong enough to pass a series of tests—ultimately proving she’s everything a traditional princess is not. “A decadent fantasy anchored in childhood delights with vibrantly detailed writing and brilliantly theatrical
subplots.” —Kirkus Reviews “[A] reimagining of “The Princess and the Pea” . . . An emotionally complex tale of fate, inner beauty, and found family that illustrates the strength of love born from friendship.” —Publishers Weekly

ENCHANTER'S CHILD, BOOK ONE: TWILIGHT HAUNTINGS
HarperCollins Angie Sage, New York Times bestselling author of the Septimus Heap series, crafts a fantasy world where enchantment is illegal, Oracles knit octopuses, wizards run around in soggy underpants, and one girl is on a mission to save Enchantment and
Enchanters, which might just save the kingdom. Alex has a set of Enchanted cards. When she ﬂutters her ﬁngers above them, something magical happens: the cards come alive and create moving pictures of what is now and what is yet to come. But Enchantment is
illegal in the city of Luma, and those who practice it are imprisoned forever in the Vaults—dark dungeons deep below the city. When Alex is betrayed by her foster sister Zerra, she knows she is in great danger. With the help of her little foster brother, Louie, she makes
a daring escape. But Alex discovers she is not safe outside Luma either. Here lurk deadly Hauntings that seek out those who practice magic: Enchanters and their children. The Hauntings take many forms and Alex is hunted by a giant bird of prey, the Hawke, a
murderous Night Wraith called the Grey Walker, and the eerie Xin. But why do the Hauntings haunt Alex? Alex doesn’t believe she’s an Enchanter’s Child, but she has no idea who her parents are. Her precious Enchanted cards are her only clue to her true identity, and
she becomes determined to ﬁnd out who she is. And, while she is at it, to get rid of the deadly Twilight Hauntings forever. Praise for Angie Sage's Twilight Hauntings: "Intricate worldbuilding, richly evocative settings, nuanced characters, deftly woven plotting, and wry
humor. An unmitigated delight." —Kirkus Reviews (starred review) "Fans of fantasy and adventure will snap this up and eagerly await the sequel." —School Library Journal (starred review) "Sage deftly crafts an endearing and familiar fantasy story, expertly
characterizing distinct, extreme personalities. Fantasy fans will highly anticipate the next steps in Alex’s journey in the projected sequel of the Enchanter’s Child duology." —Bulletin of the Center for Children's Books

JUNIE B. JONES AND A LITTLE MONKEY BUSINESS
Random House Books for Young Readers Through a misunderstanding, Junie B. thinks that her new baby brother is really a baby monkey, and her report of this news creates excitement and trouble in her kindergarten class.

เซ็ปติมัส ฮีป ปาฏิหาริย์หมายเลขเจ็ด เล่ม 6 ผจญภัยศาสตร์มืด
Nanmeebooks นั่นคือคําเตือน(หรือคําขู่นะ) ที่เซ็ปติมัส ฮีป ได้รับจากชายที่เขาถือว่าเป็นศัตรูตัวฉกาจ ขณะที่วันเกิดอายุครบสิบสี่ปี ใกล้เข้ามาเซ็ปติมัสต้องเตรียมตัวทําภารกิจพิเศษ ซึ่งเกี่ยวข้องกับศาสตร์มืดเต็มๆนี่คือการต่อสู้คั้งอันตรายที่สุด และเซ็ปติมัสต้อง
ลงมือตามลําพัง

SEPTIMUS HEAP, BOOK THREE: PHYSIK
KTegenBks When Silas Heap unSeals a forgotten room in the Palace, he releases the ghost of a Queen who lived ﬁve hundred years earlier. Queen Etheldredda is as awful in death as she was in life, and she's still up to no good. Her diabolical plan to give herself
everlasting life requires Jenna's compliance, Septimus's disappearance, and the talents of her son, Marcellus Pye, a famous Alchemist and Physician. And if Queen Etheldredda's plot involves Jenna and Septimus, then it will surely involve Nicko, Alther Mella, Marcia
Overstrand, Beetle, Stanley, Sarah, Silas, Spit Fyre, Aunt Zelda, and all of the other wacky, wonderful characters that made magyk and ﬂyte so memorable. With heart-stopping action and a dash of humor, Angie Sage continues the fantastical journey of Septimus Heap.

APHRODITE THE DIVA
Simon and Schuster For an extra credit project, Aphrodite begins a club for matchmaking mortals, which brings her to Egypt and face-to-face with her competition, the Egyptian goddess Isis.

ENCHANTER'S CHILD, BOOK TWO: MIDNIGHT TRAIN
HarperCollins In the second magical volume of the Enchanter’s Child duology, the bestselling author of the Septimus Heap series, Angie Sage, crafts a stunning ﬁnale ﬁlled with humor, drama, and nonstop action, just right for fantasy-adventure lovers. In the ﬁrst book of
the Enchanter’s Child duology, Alex discovered the truth: Not only does she possess magical powers but her father is Hagos RavenStarr, who was once the king’s Enchanter. Alex is pursued by the ﬁendish Twilight Hauntings, monstrous Enchantments created because a
prophecy foretold the king’s death at the hands of an Enchanter’s Child. The Twilight Hauntings are designed to rid the land of all Enchanters and their children, but Alex has other ideas. Why should she be forced to leave the place where she belongs? So now Alex is on
a mission to destroy the Twilight Hauntings. And to do so she must ﬁnd the very thing that created them—a magical talisman called the Tau. But where is it? In her search for the Tau, Alex enlists the reluctant help of her father and a strange assortment of people along
the way. As she travels, Alex hones her magical skills and learns that even family and friends can surprise her. Praise for the ﬁrst book in the Enchanter’s Child duology, Twilight Hauntings: "Intricate worldbuilding, richly evocative settings, nuanced characters, deftly
woven plotting, and wry humor. An unmitigated delight." —Kirkus Reviews (starred review) "Fans of fantasy and adventure will snap this up and eagerly await the sequel." —School Library Journal (starred review) "Sage deftly crafts an endearing and familiar fantasy
story, expertly characterizing distinct, extreme personalities. Fantasy fans will highly anticipate the next steps in Alex’s journey in the projected sequel of the Enchanter’s Child duology." —Bulletin of the Center for Children's Books

THE MAGIC THIEF
Harper Collins Discover the fantasy and wonder of The Magic Thief, the ﬁrst book in Sarah Prineas’s acclaimed middle grade fantasy series! Diana Wynne Jones, author of Howl's Moving Castle, said: "I couldn't put it down. Wonderful, exciting stuﬀ." In a city that runs on
a dwindling supply of magic, a young boy is drawn into a life of wizardry and adventure. Conn should have dropped dead the day he picked Nevery's pocket and touched the wizard's locus magicalicus, a stone used to focus magic and work spells. But for some reason he
did not. Nevery ﬁnds that interesting, and he takes Conn as his apprentice on the provision that the boy ﬁnd a locus stone of his own. But Conn has little time to search for his stone between wizard lessons and helping Nevery discover who—or what—is stealing the city
of Wellmet's magic.

THE BOX SOCIAL AND OTHER STORIES
The Porcupine's Quill The Box Social & Other Stories gathers together nine of James Reaney's short ﬁctions written in the 40s and early 50s and never previously collected in book form. The collection takes its title from a short piece the author originally published in the
University College Undergrad and which provoked a ﬁrestorm of eight hundred angry letters from subscribers when it was republished nationally in the New Liberty in the late 40s. It also thwarted the young author's designs on the editorship of the Undergrad because
of his clear moral unsuitability for such an august position. (This is doubtful, because the Undergrad eventually came to be edited, thirty years later, by PQL publisher Tim Inkster.) `The Box Social' is remarkable, not only that it introduced the theme of date rape to
Canadian literature some thirty years before the phrase was coined, but also that it is told from Sylvia's point of view, and yet again that it ends with one of the quietest lines of literary vitriol imaginable ... ` ``I hated you so much, '' she said softly.' If Alice Munro has
put the sexually awakening female under glass in Lives of Girls and Women, then The Box Social could just as easily have been titled Lives of Boys and Men. In `The Bully', the brutality of what passes for etiquette in secondary school is contrasted with the simpler life
of the farm personiﬁed in Noreen who drops grain in the shape of letters to feed her chickens -- `so that when the hens ate the grain they were forced to spell out Noreen's initials or to form a cross and circle. There were just enough hens to make this rather an
interesting game. Sometimes, I know, Noreen spelled out whole sentences in this way, a letter or two each night, and I often wondered to whom she was writing up in the sky.' `The Bully' was included in The New Oxford Book of Canadian Short Stories edited by
Margaret Atwood and Robert Weaver. The young Margaret Atwood ﬁrst encountered `The Bully' as an undergraduate. She read the story, oddly enough, in an anthology edited by Robert Weaver, and the experience was apparently seminal to her own development as a
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writer of ﬁction ...

MAXIMILLIAN FLY
HarperCollins The bestselling author of the Septimus Heap series, Angie Sage, delivers a gripping and darkly humorous tale of Maximillian Fly—a human with cockroach features—whose quiet life is upended when he aids two human children in their escape from an
oppressive governing power. Perfect for fans of Lemony Snicket and Adam Gidwitz. Maximillian Fly wants no trouble. Yet because he stands at six feet two, with beautiful indigo wings, long antennae, and more arms than you or me, many are frightened of him. He is a
gentle creature who looks like a giant cockroach. This extraordinary human wants to prove his goodness, so he opens his door to two SilverSeed children in search of a place to hide. Instantly, Maximillian’s quiet, solitary life changes. There are dangerous powers after
them and they have eyes everywhere. But in this gray city of Hope trapped under the Orb, is escape even possible? Maximillian Fly is a masterful story brimming with suspense, plot twists, and phenomenal world building. This compelling novel delves into family
dynamics and themes of prejudice, making the case for tolerance, empathy, and understanding. * Junior Library Guild Selection * Kids' Indie Next List * New York Public Library Best Books of 2019 Selection * 2020 LITA Excellence in Children’s and Young Adult Science
Fiction Notable Book: The Eleanor Cameron Notable Middle Grade Books List *

TAOIST FOREPLAY
LOVE MERIDIANS AND PRESSURE POINTS
Simon and Schuster Sexual techniques and traditional Chinese medicine for increased pleasure • Reveals how to enhance relationships by harmonizing male and female energies • Includes easy-to-follow, illustrated acupressure massage routines • Shows how to maintain
sexual health with prostate massage and jade egg exercises Taught to Chinese emperors, their wives, and their concubines for thousands of years, Taoist sexual techniques help lovers harmonize their cycles of pleasure and utilize the abundance of reproductive power
that is otherwise wasted in non-procreative sex. Combining the study of sex with traditional Chinese medicine, these practices stimulate and sustain sexual desire through the meridians and pressure points and enhance relationships by harmonizing male (yang) and
female (yin) energies. Using easy-to-follow illustrations, Taoist Foreplay guides lovers through simple acupressure massage routines connecting all the points and channels that increase pleasure and spark arousal. It shows how to prolong peak moments, maintain
sexual health through prostate massage and jade egg exercises, and sustain the intensity of ﬁrst love through all the seasons of a maturing relationship. It also explains how to reveal and overcome incompatibility with the Taoist Zodiac. From foreplay to climax, these
practices oﬀer a way to keep the ﬂame of sexual energy alive.

ARTEMIS THE BRAVE
Atom Books While protecting egotistical transfer student Orion, Artemis makes a mistake that later provides her with the chance that she has both hoped for and dreaded, to prove her courage to herself and others at Mount Olympus Academy

TODHUNTER MOON, BOOK ONE: PATHFINDER
Harper Collins Introducing Alice TodHunter Moon, a Magykal addition to the world of Septimus Heap! Perfect for both established fans of the Septimus Heap series and readers coming to the world of Septimus Heap for the ﬁrst time, PathFinder is the ﬁrst book in the
Septimus Heap spin-oﬀ series, TodHunter Moon. Taking place seven years after the events of the original Septimus Heap series, PathFinder tells the story of Alice TodHunter Moon, a young PathFinder who leaves her seaside village in search of her friend Ferdie. Rumor
has it that Ferdie has been taken by mysterious creatures called Garmin under orders from the malevolent Lady. Full of Angie Sage's characteristic humor and heart, PathFinder introduces a new cast of young characters—and a new kind of Magyk. All the beloved
characters from Septimus Heap are here, too—Tod receives help from ExtraOrdinary Wizard Septimus Heap, ex–ExtraOrdinary Wizard Marcia Overstrand, and Alchemist Simon Heap. A great addition to any fantasy reader's library!

SEPTIMUS HEAP, BOOK FOUR: QUESTE
Harper Collins The fourth book in the internationally bestselling Septimus Heap series by Angie Sage, featuring the funny and fantastic adventures of a wizard apprentice and his quest to become an ExtraOrdinary Wizard. New York Times Bestselling Series “Breezy
charm, gusts of spectacular Magyk and a buoyant plot combining drama and comedy in just the right proportions.” —Kirkus Reviews (starred review) “The Septimus Heap series remains one of the best outcomes of the young-wizard furor catalyzed by Harry Potter.”
—ALA Booklist There's trouble at the Castle, and it's all because Merrin Meredith has returned with Darke plans for Septimus. More trouble awaits Septimus and Jenna in the form of Tertius Fume, the ghost of the very ﬁrst Chief Hermetic Scribe, who is determined to
send Septimus on a deadly Queste. But Septimus and Jenna have other plans—they are headed for the mysterious House of Foryx, a place where all Time meets and the place where they fervently hope they will be able to ﬁnd Nicko and Snorri, who were trapped back in
time in Physik. But how will Septimus escape the Queste?

THE SMIDGENS
Bloomsbury Publishing Gaﬀerty Sprout is a Smidgen. A Smidgen looks like a human, sounds like a human, and loves chips with curry sauce like a human – if humans were three inches tall. If you took a human and shrunk it in the washing machine on a very hot spin cycle,
you might get something like a Smidgen. Generations ago there were lots of them, living in a maze of tunnels beneath the human village of Dundoodle. But then something happened and they just ... disappeared. Now Gaﬀerty, her parents and her little brothers Gobkin
and Grub are the only ones left, and the tunnels are forbidden territory. And then Gaﬀerty ﬁnds an old map. A map that shows a place deep within the maze where Smidgen tribes can go to meet. Smidgen tribes! Gaﬀerty knows that she has to try to ﬁnd them. But the
tunnels are dangerous. And soon Gaﬀerty discovers she's not the only one looking for the lost tribes, and that three inches of Smidgen hold more power than she ever imagined. The ﬁrst book in a funny, magical adventures series for 7+ readers who love Terry
Pratchett, Max and the Millions and The Borrowers.

FROGNAPPED
Bloomsbury Publishing The third book in a witty, spooky, younger series from the author of internationally bestselling Magyk, with a brilliantly feisty central character.

HUNTRESS MOON
Thomas & Mercer A Thriller Award nominee for Best eBook Original Novel Book 1 in award-winning author Alexandra Sokoloﬀ's riveting new Huntress FBI series about a driven FBI agent on the hunt for that most rare of all killers: a female serial FBI Special Agent
Matthew Roarke is closing in on a bust of a major criminal organization in San Francisco when he witnesses an undercover member of his team killed right in front of him on a busy street, an accident Roarke can't believe is coincidental. His suspicions put him on the
trail of a mysterious young woman who appears to have been present at each scene of a years-long string of "accidents" and murders, and who may well be that most rare of killers: a female serial. Roarke's hunt for her takes him across three states...while in a small
coastal town, a young father and his ﬁve-year old son, both wounded from a recent divorce, encounter a lost and compelling young woman on the beach and strike up an unlikely friendship without realizing how deadly she may be. As Roarke uncovers the shocking
truth of her background, he realizes she is on a mission of her own, and must race to capture her before more blood is shed.

THE RANGER'S APPRENTICE COLLECTION
Puﬃn When ﬁfteen-year-old Will is rejected by battleschool, he becomes the reluctant apprentice to the mysterious Ranger Halt, and winds up protecting the kingdom from danger.
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PERCY JACKSON COLLECTION, - THE LIGHTNING THIEF, THE LAST OLYMPIAN, TITANS CURSE, BATTLE OF THE LABYRINTH
TALKING BOOK TOPICS
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